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CAUTIONS

AFTER SALES SERVICE

CHARGING MODE SWITCHING LIST OF ACCESSORIES

Power cord*1

Keys*2

Instruction manual*1

Velcro*30

MODEL

⑤ Plug the power cord into an indoor socket.

⑥ Turn the main switch of the charging cart on.

The following conditions are not covered by the after-sales service：
① Damage caused by improper use, maintenance or storage；
② Damage caused by self-modification；
③ Damaged after purchase due to dropping and during installation；
④ Damage caused by force majeure factors such as earthquakes, fire, 
lightning strikes, abnormal voltages and secondary disasters.

INSTRUCTION MANUALINSTRUCTION MANUAL

Switch

Charging cart with three charging modes：
①.Timer charging: the customer can set multiple sets of charging times 
according to their needs, see timer manual for detailed operation.
②.Delayed power on: factory default state, when the main switch is opened, 
there will be a 1 second interval between power on at each level to prevent 
transient currents from being too high and causing tripping.
③.Cycle charging: When the total power is too high, the circuit breaker 
will trip, in which case you need to switch the charging cart to cycle 
charging by following the written instructions on the charging cart to 
switch the mode switch.

Mode switch
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION OPERATION STEPS

① Before operation, turn off the power switch to ensure that the device is
 not powered on.

② Open the rear door, insert the computer adaptor plugs one by one into 
the sockets and place the adaptors in the corresponding storage slots.

③ Pass the adapter charging head through the square hole in the rear 
wall of the charging cart, then wrap the charging cable around the 
compartment's cable slot and finally plug the charging head into the 
computer charging port.

④ Follow the steps below to connect the computer to the charging cabinet 

in turn, then close the front and rear doors.


